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Abstract

Discrete breathers (DBs) – a spatial time-periodic localization of energy – are predicted in a

large variety of non-linear systems. Motivated by the conceptual bridging of the DBs phenomena

in classical and quantum mechanical representation, we study their signatures in the dynamics

of a quantum equivalent of a classical mechanical point in a phase space – a coherent state. We

show that in contrast to a point in a phase space that can exhibit either delocalized or localized

motion, a coherent state can show signatures of a quantum equivalent of both localized and de-

localized behavior. In classical mechanics, the separation between the energy regions of localized

and delocalized motion is a point. In quantum mechanics, this point becomes a transient region,

in which both tunneling and non-tunneling modes are present. Furthermore, the transient region

contains modes that cannot be characterized as either, because the transition from non-tunneling

to tunneling modes is smooth. With a further analysis we document four intriguing observations:

1. Considered as a function of coupling, the eigenstates go through avoided crossings between

tunneling and non-tunneling modes. 2. The dominance of tunneling modes in high non-linearity

region is compromised by an appearance of new types of modes – high order tunneling modes.

These modes are similar to the tunneling modes but have attributes of non-tunneling modes. 3.

There are types of excitations, which prioritize higher order tunneling modes and allows us to study

their properties. 4. For high non-linearity, the auto-correlation function decreases fast; therefore,

short-times dynamics is sufficient for modeling quantum DBs. This work provides a foundation

for implementation of modern semi-classical methods to model quantum DBs, bridging concepts of

classical and quantum mechanical signatures of DBs, and understanding spectroscopic experiments

that involve a coherent state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the mechanism of quantum discrete breathers (QDBs) is important for

a number of application areas, including medicine [1], nano-materials [2–4] and quantum

computers [5]. From the classical mechanics perspective, discrete breathers (DBs) is a fairly

well understood phenomena, and occur when energy localizes in the system for an infinite

amount of time. The effect is due to an interplay of non-linearity of the sites’ potentials and

coupling between the sites. In quantum mechanical perspective, the phenomena is different;

a localization in quantum symmetric potential is not possible due to tunneling. Experimen-

tally, one can observe traces of QDBs breathers in the form of anomaly long localization

time [? ]. QDBs have been observed in crystals [3, 4, 6], Bose-Einstein condensates [7] and

interacting Josephson junctions [5]. Complimenting the experiments, theoretical solutions

of QDBs stems from quantizing classical solutions for both integrable [8] and non-integrable

systems [9]. Theoretically, DBs have been studied in a number of systems of a practical

importance: molecules [10], biological polymers [1], quantum dots [2], nano-tubes [11] and

graphene sheets [12].

Investigating the quantum dynamics of a coherent state targets two areas of research:

bridging classical and quantum description of DBs and building a foundation for numerical

methods that use coherent states. A coherent state is a quantum equivalent of a point in

a classical phase space. Comparing signatures of DBs in dynamics of a point in a classical

phase space and a coherent states, outlines the conceptual differences and similarities be-

tween classical and quantum descriptions of DBs. Even numerically, large experimentally

accessible systems are difficult to model using exact quantum dynamics methods. One needs

approximations that keep track of quantum effects and scale well with system size. A number

of methods that rely on time-evolution of a coherent state, such as QHD [13], Herman-Kluk

(HK) propagator [14] and its higher order extensions [15, 16], coupled coherent states (CCS)

[17], matching-pursuit/split-operator Fourier transform (MP-SOFT) [18, 19] and coherent-

state path-integral (CSPI) [20], are effective for large systems. These methods have been

successfully used only for slightly non-linear systems; in addition, these methods were de-

rived to be applied to harmonic or slightly anharmonic system. Modeling highly non-linear

phenomena such as DBs can be a challenge. With an exception of QHD [21], these methods

have not been applied to QDBs. Studying the quantum dynamics of a coherent state will
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show the limitations of these techniques when applied to QDBs.

The current study is related to previous work on modeling DBs in systems that may

have quantum effects, fundamental theory on QDBs, and the applicability of semi-classical

methods. Due to the high computational cost of quantum simulation, systems of practical

importance that contain quantum effects [1, 2, 10–12] are simulated with classical dynamics.

Our work illustrates limitations of classical dynamics by outlining quantum effects in the

dynamics of a coherent state. Previous theoretical work on QDBs manifests from the quan-

tization of an integrable [8] and non-integrable [9] dimer, the analysis of a splitting of QDBs

modes [22] and existence of an avoided crossing [23]. We build on this work by providing

an analysis of coherent states rather than eigenstates. Conventionally QDBs are studied

by finding eigenstates of the system’s Hamiltonian [24]. Since here we are interested in the

dynamics of a coherent state rather than eigenstates, our approach involves simulating the

dynamics of a superposition of eigenstates in a form of a coherent state. Motivation for this

project came from our work on applying QHD [21] and HK [25] semi-classical methods to

model QDBs; in these two works, the influence of tunneling modes (a quantum mechanical

equivalent of DB modes) on the quantum dynamics of coherent state was unresolved.

Here, we focus on the fundamental concepts of QDBs in coherent state dynamics that

build foundation to practical applications. Our approach is to study the dynamics of a

coherent state in the simplest quantum mechanical Hamiltonian that accounts for QDBs

phenomena. We choose a two-site quartic potential with a linear coupling. To study the

transfer and localization of energy, we start by displacing a coherent state on one of the sites,

while keeping the other site in a ground state. Analysis of the spectrum will provide insight

into the behavior of the coherent state. Contour plots of the distribution of the eigenstate

wave-function between the sites will give a more detailed analysis of energy between the sites

for a specific eigenstate. Spectrum and contour plots help us to draw conclusions regarding

the earlier mentioned problems.

The paper is structured in following way: In the following section we discuss methods

and numerical procedures. The results section starts with an analysis of the dynamics of

the coherent state by investigating the spectrum. The second part of the results shows a

transient region, a region with both tunneling and non-tunneling modes. The last part of the

results briefly discusses existence of the following effects: avoided crossing between tunneling

and non-tunneling modes, manifestation of higher order tunneling modes (HOTM), control
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of HOTM intensity with initial displacement, and rapid decrease of autocorrelation function

due to non-linearity. The last section will outline our findings and their importance.

II. SYSTEM AND METHODS

Breathers appear in a wide range of systems. We consider a simple model system that

is computationally accessible, conceptually simple and congruent with natural systems: a

Hamiltonian with quartic oscillators and linear coupling:

H = ch(P
2
1 + P 2

2 +X2
1 +X2

2 ) + ca(X
4
1 +X4

2 ) + ccX1X2 (1)

Here, P1, P2, X1 and X2 are either classical coordinates or quantum mechanical operators,

ch is a harmonic constant with the value ”1

2
”, ca is responsible for the anharmonicity of the

potential, and cc is a linear coupling coefficient.

The phenomena of DBs and QDBs are due to non-linearities in the potential. When

the oscillators are in low energy states, the quadratic term dominates over the quartic

term – the motion is harmonic. There is an exchange of energy between the oscillators.

However, suppose one of the oscillators is higher in energy. The quartic term dominates over

the quadratic term. In both classical and quantum mechanical perspectives, the resonant

condition between the sites disappears. In classical mechanics, the energy does not transfer

onto the other oscillator. In quantum mechanics, there is energy transfer due to tunneling

but only to the same energy levels on the other oscillator.

For our calculations, the Hamiltonian is best represented in the occupational basis set

of harmonic oscillators, also known as Fock states. The occupational basis set is a direct

product of the occupations of all oscillators: |N1N2 · · ·Ni〉, where Ni is the occupational

state on the ith oscillator. For our calculations, i = 2. The Hamiltonian of the system in

terms of creation and annihilation operators of the 1D harmonic oscillators is given as:

H = ch ∗Hh + ca ∗Ha + cc ∗Hc (2)

Hh =
∑

i

a
†
iai + aia

†
i (3)

Ha =
∑

i

aiaiaiai + aiaiaia
†
i + aiaia

†
iai + · · ·+ a

†
ia

†
ia

†
ia

†
i (4)

Hc =
∑

i

(

aiai+1 + aia
†
i+1 + a

†
iai+1 + a

†
ia

†
i+1 + · · ·+ a

†
i+1a

†
i

)

(5)
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ch = 1.0, ca is a coefficient for anharmonicity in the system (for example ca = 0.02 in most

of our calculations) and cc is a coefficient for coupling between the oscillators.

The number of levels in the basis set and the size of the matrix required for the calculation

depend on the displacement of the coherent state and anharmonicity of the system. At the

higher energy, where the overlap between initial state and eigenstates is small, the basis

set is truncated. For example, truncating as early as 10 occupational states on each site

is enough for the displacement of 1.0 a.u. and ca < 0.05. The total dimensionality is the

number of states of a single oscillator to the power of the number of the oscillators.

We choose a coherent state as an initial state because it helps to bridge the gap between

understanding physics in the classical and quantum limits and it helps to bring the theory

closer to the experiment by using coherent state base methods. A coherent state is a state

of a minimum uncertainty [26]. In the basis set of occupational eigenstates of the harmonic

oscillator |i〉, a coherent state of a single site takes the form of Eq.7 [26].

|α(x0)〉 =
∑

i

ci(x0)|i〉, (6)

ci(x0) = e−
|x0|

2

2

|x0|
i

i!
,

where ci(x0) represents the contribution from the ith energy level and x0 is the displacement

of the coherent state. Our basis set is a direct product of occupational states of two harmonic

oscillators.

|ψ(x0)〉 =
∑

i,j

ci(x0i)cj(x0j)|ij〉 (7)

ci(x0i) = e−
|x0i|

2

2

|x0i|
i

i!

cj(x0j) = e−
|x0j |

2

2

|x0j |
j

j!

To resemble the transfer of energy in classical dynamics, the coherent state is displaced

on only one of the oscillators. Now that we have defined the initial state and know the

eigenstates of the system, we can observe the dynamics.

The spectrum represents the dynamics of the system in the frequency domain. The

spectrum of a quantum system consists of discrete energy values. These energy values are

found by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. For diagonalization, we use the symmetric QR

routine from GMM++ library (an interface to LAPACK), which produces the eigenvalues
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and eigenvectors of the system. The intensity of the spectral lines depends on the initial

state. One can either do a Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function or write an

initial state in the eigenstate basis. We use the second approach. We find the intensity of

the eigenvalue’s peak by taking a normalized dot product between the initial state and the

corresponding eigenstate (Eq.8).

cinitialk = c
final
k =

〈ψinitial|ek〉

〈ψinitial|ψinitial〉
, (8)

where |ek〉 is the i
th eigenstate.

To view the dynamics in the time domain, we compute the auto-correlation function,

which is a projection of the initial state onto the final one, (〈ψfinal|ψinitial〉). To get the final

state from the initial one, we need to use a time-propagation operator e−iĤt. To do that,

we expand the initial state in terms of eigenstates. Eq. 9 expresses the auto-correlation

function in terms of the eigenstates and coefficients ck, which are a projection of the initial

state onto the eigenstates (Eq. 8).

〈ψt|ψ0〉 =
∑

k

|ck|
2e−iEkt (9)

III. RESULTS

A. Tunneling and non-tunneling modes

Signatures of breathers can be observed in the spectrum of the system. In the spectrum,

we would like to distinguish two types of modes: non-tunneling and tunneling modes. Tun-

neling modes arise when the coupling between the oscillators is not strong enough to create

an eigenstate, where the wave function density is shared between the sites – the particle

has to tunnel from one site to the other. In a classical limit, the tunneling time approaches

infinity and these tunneling modes become DB modes. When there is a considerable amount

of shared wave-function density between the sites, an alternative type of modes manifests

– non-tunneling modes. These modes can be seen clearly in a low energy region, where

coupling dominates. Besides limiting cases, where there is either a small or large amount of

shred density between the sites, it is sometimes hard to distinguish between tunneling and

non-tunneling modes. In the following sections we show that the transition between these

two types of modes is smooth. To have a better understanding of how the two coexist in
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the same energy region, let us first focus on the limiting cases: coupled harmonic oscillators

with no anharmonicity (Fig. 1 (top)) and anharmonic oscillators with no coupling (Fig. 1

(middle)). We then analyze the case where the potential combines both anharmonicity and

coupling (Fig. 1 (bottom)).
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FIG. 1: Spectrum of a coherent state in a system with the Hamiltonian in Eq.1. The top panel

is the harmonic limit (ca = 0). All of the spectral lines are non-tunneling modes. The spectral

lines in the middle panel are tunneling modes — the anharmonic limit (cc = 0). The bottom

panel shows modes in a coupled anharmonic potential. The spectrum (bottom) has modes that

resemble both limiting cases (top and middle). The modes that resemble the delocalized modes

are non-tunneling modes and the modes that resemble the localized modes are tunneling modes.

In the coupled case (Fig. 1 (top)), we see a splitting of the energy levels. All of the

eigenstates in this case are non-tunneling. For example, at 2 a.u., a system of uncoupled

harmonic oscillator would have the second lowest eigenstate |1〉. Since there is a coupling

between the oscillators, these |1〉 states of each oscillator combine into a linear combination

of symmetric and anti-symmetric states: |10〉 + |01〉 and |10〉 − |01〉. For the third lowest
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states (|02〉, 2× |11〉 and |02〉), we also see splitting around the energy of |2〉 of a system of

uncoupled harmonic oscillator at 3 a.u. For each eigenvalue of a 1D oscillator, in the case of

coupled oscillators, we get a group of states. Each state in that group is a linear combination

of states that have the same energy; for example, |05〉, |14〉, |23〉, |32〉, |41〉 and |50〉. This

is an example of what we call same-quanta group – a group of states that have the same

energy. We extend this definition to non-linear cases by defining same-quanta group as a

group of states that become degenerate when non-linearities of the potential are decreased

to zero.

The other limiting case is when there is anharmonicity and no coupling (Fig. 1 (middle)).

The spectrum is similar to that of a 1D oscillator. There is no splitting between the states

of the different sites. The ground state energy is at 1 a.u.; this is because there are two

oscillators with energy ≈ 0.5 a.u. for each. Since there is no coupling, all of the modes on

the graph (Fig. 1 (middle)) are tunneling modes in the limit of tunneling time being infinity.

In a coupled harmonic case, the levels split due to coupling. A similar situation occurs

in the case of coupled anharmonic potential. Once there is a coupling between tunneling

modes, they split. The difference is that in the anharmonic case only two states can be

involved in splitting; for example, |90〉 and |09〉 are involved and |81〉, |72〉, |63〉, ..., |18〉 are

not involved in the same splitting. In the harmonic coupled case, all of the levels with the

same number of quanta split together.

The system that includes both coupling and anharmonicity (Fig. 1 (bottom))resembles

both limiting cases: ca = 0 (Fig. 1 (top)) and cc = 0 (Fig.1 (middle)). At lower energy, the

non-tunneling modes dominate and at higher energy, tunneling modes dominate. A classical

mechanical description of DBs separates localized and delocalized modes’ energy regimes

by separatrix. Our analysis of the eigenstates contour plots shows that, from a quantum

mechanical perspective, non-tunneling modes, the quantum equivalent of delocalized modes,

can be found higher in the energy spectrum. There is also no clear separation between

regions with non-tunneling and tunneling modes. As energy increases, tunneling modes

slowly emerge out of non-tunneling modes that are lower in energy. This region in energy,

where both tunneling and non-tunneling modes can be found, we define as a transient region

(Fig. 1 (bottom), a region of 10-15 a.u.). The tunneling modes manifest as isolated peaks

that resemble the modes in uncoupled quartic potential. At the energy higher than the

transient region, they can be seen clearly. The contour plot analysis shows that the wave
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function of the tunneling modes is localized on the sites. These modes are equivalent to

localized modes in a classical mechanical description of DBs. The non-tunneling modes

resemble the modes in coupled harmonic potential. They have a significant wave-function

density between the sites and appear lower in energy where non-linear contributions are not

significant. The non-tunneling modes are an equivalent of delocalized modes in classical

mechanics description of DBs.

We deliberately choose the values for the ca and cc coefficients and the position of the

coherent state on site 1 (q1). The intention is to clearly show a transient region and the

interplay between the non-tunneling and tunneling modes. Not many natural systems have

an initial state that spans over such a large number of states. For example, in C-H, stretch

anharmonicity dominates the coupling already in the second excited state [27]. However, our

choice of the system parameters and initial conditions gives a general understanding of the

dynamics. In heavy oscillators, such as nano-mechanical cantilever arrays or large molecules

with hydrogen bonding, the displaced state can spans over a large number of states, which

would be similar to our model.

The spectrum shows the overlap of the initial state with eigenstates. Let us understand

the mechanism that develops this spectrum. The intensity is a projection of an initial state

on eigenstates. The more similar the distribution of the wave-function between initial state

and eigenstate, the higher the intensity at the corresponding eigenvalue. For example, at

low energy and at the very high energy of the spectrum, the initial state does not have much

density; therefore, we do not see much intensity. The majority of intense states are at the

energy H(q1 = 3.5, q2 = 0.0). If only one of the oscillators has a displaced state and the

other one does not, the initial state contour plot has non-zero elements only along one of

the axes. Non-tunneling eigenstates at lower energy have a considerable amount of density

that overlaps with non-zero elements of the coherent state. At higher energy, anharmonicity

prevails and the tunneling eigenstates have a considerable overlap with the initial state. The

wave-function of tunneling eigenstates concentrates on the oscillators instead of being shared

between them. These tunneling eigenstates correspond to the highest energy states from the

group of states that came from single level of uncoupled oscillator. Since our initial state

has dominant population on the oscillators and not shared between them, the eigenstates

that have density localized on oscillators, have higher intensity.

Contour plots of eigenstates show the energy distribution within an eigenstate. Quantum
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dynamics of the coherent state (Fig. 1 (bottom)) result from the projection of the initial

state onto the eigenstates. By visualizing and comparing the density distribution of initial

wave function and eigenstates, one can understand how the spectrum forms. For example,

the wave-function of tunneling eigenstates has higher density concentrating on the sites; it

can be seen as higher overlap with |i, j〉 states where |i − j| ≈ i + j. Therefore, the initial

state, which is localized on sites rather than delocalized between the sites, will have a higher

intensity.

2D contour plots of eigenstates’ wave function visualize how the probability density dis-

tributes among the oscillators. The procedure for getting these contour plots is the following.

The Hamiltonian matrix is written in the Fock basis, which is a direct product of occupa-

tional states of each oscillator. The matrix is diagonalized. The eigenstates that are in

the Fock basis are rewritten as a 2D matrix. The columns of the matrix are enumerated

according to the Fock states of the first oscillators: |0, i〉,|1, i〉, . . . , |n, i〉; where i = 0 · · ·n.

The rows are enumerated according to the Fock states of the second oscillator: |i, 0〉,|i, 1〉,

. . . , |i, n〉. And the elements of the matrix are elements of the eigenstate that is written

as a 2D matrix. The contour plots show these matrices. A value at a coordinate (x, y)

corresponds to a component of |x, y〉 basis vector. Fig. 2 gives an example of such contour

plot. The figure also explains how to interpret the plot in terms of the occupational levels

of the harmonic oscillators.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The schematic shows how to interpret a contour plot of an eigenstate.

Each axis represents Fock states for each site’s harmonic oscillator (ccx
2
i ). The value on the axis

is the eigenvalue of the harmonic oscillator Fock state. The schematics shows that to portray

the calculated eigenstate, we need to change the basis set from anharmonic (ccx
2
i + cax

4
i ) to the

harmonic (ccx
2
i ) one. Due to this representation of the eigenstate, we can distinguish the tunneling

mode by identifying that localization of the wave-function (red) is towards the axis.

These plots help to visualize and distinguish localized from delocalized states. There are

other benefits, too. The contour plots of the eigenstates are well suited to illustrate the

transition between localized and delocalized modes and identify modes that have signatures

of both. We will also describe the origin of the higher order breathers, the small satellite

peaks that are a little lower in energy then localized modes on Fig. 1 (bottom).

Fig. 3 shows examples of tunneling (d, e) and non-tunneling modes (a,b,c). Tunneling
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mode contour plots show a non-zero density next to the axis, where the value on one axis is

high and on the other axis is low. This density distribution shows that one of the oscillator

is in the lower modes and the other one is in the higher ones. Another way to distinguish the

tunneling modes is to see that the value of the plotted eigenstate along the rising diagonal

is close to zero. Non-tunneling modes, on the other hand, have values of wave-function

concentration on the increasing diagonals, meaning the eigenstate wave-function is shared

between both sites.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Plots a, b and c are examples of non-tunneling modes. They correspond

to 21st (with the energy 7.1494 a.u.), 50th (11.6861 a.u.) and 95th (16.3442 a.u.) energy levels. d

and e plots are examples of tunneling modes. They are quantum equivalent of classical breathers.

The two shown plots are anti-symmetric and symmetric states corresponding to 93rd (16.3329 a.u.)

and 94th (16.3332 a.u.) energy levels respectively.

The wave-function value between non-tunneling and tunneling eigenstates oscillates dif-

ferently along the decreasing diagonal – the line connecting |0, n〉 and |n, 0〉. In tunneling

modes, the wave function either does not change sign at all along the decreasing diagonal

for the symmetric case, or changes the sign only once for the anti-symmetric case. In the

tunneling modes, the wave function varies slightly. In non-tunneling modes on the other

hand, the wave function quickly varies, which is seen as blue and yellow peaks alternating

along the diagonal.

In more detail, the contour plot of the tunneling modes (Fig. 3 (d,e)) correspond to the

pair of peaks at 16.33 found in the spectrum plot (Fig. 1 (bottom)). The pair appears as a

single peak; two states are only 0.003 a.u. apart. The eigenstate that is higher in energy is

symmetric and the lower one is anti-symmetric. The small splitting between symmetric and

anti-symmetric states of the tunneling modes pair is consistent with classical formulation of
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DBs.

Tunneling modes become breather modes in the classical limit (xp ≫ h̄). An important

observation is that the distribution of absolute wave-function is very similar in the pair but

one state is symmetric and the other one is anti-symmetric. From these two observations an

important similarity to the classical mechanical view can be concluded. If both states are

occupied, then the density on one of the oscillators cancels out. However, because these have

different energies, they evolve in time with different periods and at some point there will

be more energy on the other oscillator. This contradicts the classical behavior of breathers.

However, the splitting is very small and therefore the time of the transfer is very long.

Illustrating the intensity and distribution of energy we understand how the energy is

distributed between the sites. This allows us to study in detail the transient region, the

variation of coupling, the influence of initial displacement and the higher order tunneling

modes. Contour plots proved to be an important tool to distinguish between localized

and delocalized modes. They would be even more important when the density of states

increases and the spectrum becomes complex; for example, in soft potentials or when xp≫

h̄. Furthermore, contour plots help us to understand the evolution of non-tunneling into

tunneling modes.

B. Transient Region

Most of the potentials in nature are non-linear and have localized modes when the energy

is high enough. At lower energies the non-linear potential can be approximated by linear

ones. This approximation is similar to the sine approximation for the motion of a pendulum

that one learns in an introductory physics classes. With an increase in energy, the non-

linearity becomes more important and the system dynamics changes from delocalized modes

to localized modes. The transition is important because the behavior of the system changes

significantly. In the delocalized mode regime, the system transfers the energy from one

site onto the next one but in the localized modes regime the energy is localized in the

classical limit and takes almost infinite time to transfer in the quantum limit. We model

this transition in the simplest potential – two coupled quartic oscillators. In other potentials

the transition might be quantitatively different but conceptually the same.

The transition from the non-tunneling modes region to the tunneling modes region has
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a different mechanism in classical and quantum mechanics. In classical mechanics the two

regions are divided by a separatrix. In contrast, quantum mechanics cannot have such a

sharp division. The energy, in quantum mechanics, does not localize – it takes an almost

infinite amount of time to transfer through tunneling. Therefore, in contrast to classical

mechanics, tunneling modes slowly evolve from the non-tunneling modes as energy increases.

Understanding the quantum equivalent for the transition from delocalized to localized modes

will help to understand the limitations of a classical model, while providing insight into semi-

classical dynamics, and complimenting experiments on QDBs.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Contour plots (see Fig. 2) of delocalized (b, d) and tunneling (a, c, e)

modes within the transient region (12-23 a.u.). The plots are in the order of increasing energy:

plot a is 55th state with the energy 12.1386, b – 75th – 14.454, c – 110th –17.7796, d –145th –

20.82 and e – 163 – 22.2542. The figure shows that in the transient region, the tunneling and the

non-tunneling modes alternate.

Depending on the system’s Hamiltonian and the initial conditions, transient region can

contain part or all of the coherent state. There, non-tunneling and tunneling modes co-exist.

Fig. 1 (bottom) shows that they alternate with an increase in energy. Tunneling modes are

the highest energy modes from the same-quanta group. The transient region may contain

a number of same-quanta group. It can also contain non-tunneling states followed by the

tunneling states of the same-quanta group, further followed by non-tunneling states and

tunneling states of the next same-quanta group. Fig. 4 gives an example of alternating

tunneling and non-tunneling modes.

In classical mechanics, the transition from localized to delocalized modes is a step-

function. Fig. 5 shows highest energy eigenstates from the same-quanta groups within the

transient region. Here one can observe an iterative transformation from non-tunneling to
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tunneling modes. This quantum in nature phenomenon significantly contrasts with the step

transition from delocalized to localized modes in classical mechanics.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Smooth transition from non-tunneling modes (a) into tunneling modes

(d). Vertical pairs of plots show symmetric (+) and anti-symmetric (-) eigenstates. From the

same-quanta group, these states have the highest localization. As the energy of the states in-

creases (a → d), the wave-function moves towards the axis. The presence of the wave-function

between the axis, which corresponds to the density between the sites, gradually decreases; d has

negligible amount of wave-function between the sites – the wave function hast to tunnel from one

site to the other. The corresponding values of energy (E) and intensity (I) for the plots are: a+)

E=9.46539 I=0.175297, a−) E=9.50399 I=0.135935, b+) E=12.1386 I=0.161693, b−) E=12.1478

I=0.151122, c+) E=14.9101 I=0.139205, c−) E=14.9113 I=0.138124, d+) E=17.7795 I=0.11148

and d−) E=17.7796 I=0.111422.

Unlike in a classical mechanical perspective, the transition to tunneling modes from non-

tunneling modes is smooth and there is no distinct separatrix as in the classical case. Fig. 5

shows this transition. The last two plots on the right (d− and d+) are clearly tunneling

modes; there is no shared density between the sites and the wave-function has to tunnel

through. The majority of contribution to these eigenstates comes from basis states that

have excitation only on one of the sites; for example, |14, 0〉 and |0, 14〉. The two plots on

the left of Fig. 5 (a− and a+) are a pair of eigenstates that resemble the tunneling mode.
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The pair of states, b− and b+ (Fig. 5) has features similar to the tunneling modes, it is

more delocalized than the tunneling mode since there is a significant amount of density on

the increasing diagonal, meaning that there is overlap with basis states that have density

delocalized between the sites. The pair in the middle is between two cases. We can see the

development of a localized state.

C. Additional observations

1. Variation of the Coupling

Slight changes in the setup of an experiment can vary the shape of the potential. For

example, one can change parts of the molecules to be heavier or lighter, or use a different

kind of a solution. These kind of slight changes can control the interplay between the

non-linearity and coupling in the potential.

From Fig. 1, we are familiar with signatures of breathers in a spectrum. We extend

those results by investigating not only how they appear but also how they depend on the

parameters of the potential. We analyze the evolution of the eigenvalues with respect to

coupling coefficients in the Hamiltonian (Eq.1). We start from zero coupling (cc = 0)

and increase it to the point where coupling is much larger than anharmonicity, where the

spectrum would resemble the harmonic coupled spectrum. We focus on eigenvalues of the

same-quanta group of states and print the eigenvalues between 9.1 and 11.4. The coefficient

of anharmonicity is constant: ca = 0.02.

Fig. 6 shows dependence of eigenvalues of anharmonic oscillators on coupling (cc). The

plot shows variation of eigenvalues from one extreme of two uncoupled anharmonic oscillators

(cc = 0.0) to another that has coupling (cc = 0.3) much larger than anharmonicity (ca =

0.02). With this plot, we would like to focus on a group of same-quanta states. At cc = 0,

the eigenstates of that group have energy in the interval ≈ (10, 10.6) a.u. The figure clearly

shows how increase in coupling causes degenerate states to split. The tunneling states, which

are the top states of the same-quanta group, are the last ones to split. Keeping in mind

that the size of splitting is inversely proportional to the transfer time between the sites

and noting that tunneling state approaches a similar size of splitting as lower-lying non-

tunneling modes, one can conclude that in a quantum mechanical perspective the transition
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from tunneling to non-tunneling states is smooth. This observation compliments our result

in section IIIB on the smooth transition between tunneling and non-tunneling modes.
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FIG. 6: Eigen energy of quartic dimer (Eq. 1) with ch = 0.5 and ca = 0.02. Dashed crossing lines

indicate examples of the avoided crossings.

We observe avoided crossing for the states from the same-quanta group. At cc ≈ 0.8,

the top (symmetric) state that starts at ≈ 10.34 avoids crossing with the low state that

starts at ≈ 10.14. Another avoided crossing happened at cc ≈ 0.04 for the next lower pair

of states. In harmonic case, there is no crossing since the degenerate states split linearly

and do not cross. Previously, avoided crossing was observed in anharmonic trimer [23]. The

avoided crossing is expected since the eigenstates belong to the same symmetry group of

irreducible representations. The practical importance of this result would show up in systems

with many degrees of freedom. In multidimensional systems, the avoided crossings become

conical intersections that allow for radiation-less transition between the energy surfaces [28].
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2. Higher Order tunneling modes

In the spectrum plots (Fig. 1), one can notice that besides tunneling modes, there are

eigenstates of considerable intensity in the anharmonic regime, where there are no non-

tunneling modes – the energy region beyond 16 a.u. (Fig. 1 (bottom)).These eigenstates do

not classify as non-tunneling modes. In this higher energy regime the influence of coupling

is small, and contrary to non-tunneling modes, they increase in intensity with increase in

energy. Furthermore, they also do not belong to our previous definition of tunneling modes.

They do not have highest intensity of the same-quanta group in the anharmonic energy

regime and they are not a linear combination of modes that have a ground state on one of

the sites and occupy high state of the other site.

The anomaly becomes clear when we analyze at the contour plots of these eigenstates

(Fig. 7). In these eigenstates, the energy has to tunnel from one site to the other; it is similar

to the tunneling eigenstates. The contour plots evidence a distinction of these eigenstates

from tunneling modes – the majority of the wave function density is not on the axis. These

two observations motivate us to define them as higher order tunneling modes (HOTM).

Fig. 7, specifically, is an example of second order tunneling modes (SOTM). In the basis set

of a direct product of anharmonic oscillators, they are a linear combination of |n− 1, 1〉 and

|1, n−1〉 states. Fig 1 shows other HOTM that are even smaller in intensity than SOTM and

manifest at even higher energy limit. Next, we compare HOTM and first order tunneling

modes and outline a couple of other interesting points.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) An example of higher order tunneling modes, specifically the second order

tunneling modes. Contour plots of 90th (E=16.01) and 91th (E=16.05) energy levels.

To identify the relation of HOTM to tunneling modes, we would like to point out few

similarities. As seen from Fig. 7, HOTM are a pair of symmetric and anti-symmetric states

with a higher probability of being on the oscillators rather then shared. On the figures, one

can see the lack of density on the increasing diagonal; the density closer to axis. As seen

in Fig. 6 at the energy 10.33 a.u., HOTM start as degenerate states but further along, they

split into a pair, similarly to the first order tunneling states. Since we are looking at lower

value of coupling, we can see HOTM at 10.33, rather than at 16 a.u.

To emphasize that HOTM should be treated different from the first order tunneling

modes, we would like to point out some key differences. The probability density in HOTM

shifts towards the other oscillator by one occupational level. Fig. 7 shows this shift in

density for the second order tunneling modes; they correspond to |n − 1, 1〉 and |1, n − 1〉

occupational states. The maximums of the wave-functions are not on the axes anymore but

are closer to the increasing diagonal. Comparing to the energy region 10.3-10.6 a.u. of the

tunneling modes in Fig. 6, the SOTM have larger splitting between symmetric and anti-

symmetric modes than the first order ones. The distance between the top left and bottom

right density concentrations in the contour plot is related to the tunneling probability;

therefore, it is rational to assume that with decrease of this distance the splitting and the

tunneling probability increases.
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3. Influence of the Initial Displacement

Initial state determines the intensities in the spectrum. We show that when initially both

of the sites are displaced, HOTM have higher intensity than tunneling or non-tunneling

modes. The impact of this observation is twofold: we gain insight on experiments with

displaced coherent states on all sites and we understand influence of HOTM in the dynamics.

Depending on the experimental system setup, the initial conditions can be different. When

experimental setup cannot target a specific site, multiple sites will be displaced. An example

of this would be exciting a number of sites in a system from a ground state to an excited

state, where the excited state is displaced. One application may be understanding of DNA

breaking under THz radiation [29]. Emphasizing presence of the HOTM in the dynamics,

on the other hand, results in a new type of dynamics – the energy is neither localized on

sites nor distributed between the sites.

Fig. 8 illustrates the effects of displacing the coherent states symmetrically on both sites

(the bottom panel), in contrast to displacing on just one of the sites (the top panel). In

the lower energy region (< 6 a.u.), the effect of displacing both sites is clear. At 2 a.u.

for example, the case with both sites displaced (BSD) has only one line corresponding to

a symmetric eigenstate; the case with one site displaced (OSD) has both symmetric and

anti-symmetric modes. In case of BSD, the pattern continues at higher energies – only the

symmetric eigenstates have intensity. Furthermore, in the same-quanta group the highest

energy eigenstate have the highest intensity. In the transient region (10-15 a.u.), SOTM

start to get priority. The OSD case has an opposite trend. At lower energies, middle of the

same-quanta group has the highest intensity. In the transient region, tunneling modes start

to dominate. However, the most interesting contrast is in the anharmonic region, where in

OSD case, tunneling modes dominate. In BSD, SOTM and other HOTM dominate.
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FIG. 8: The top plot is a spectrum from Fig. 9 with a log scale. The bottom plot is the same

as the top plot but for different initial conditions – both of the sites have symmetrically displaced

coherent state.

In classical mechanics if both sites have the same amount of the initial energy, there

is no transfer of energy. In quantum mechanics on the other hand, coherent state is a

superposition of eigenstates – the dynamics is more complex. To get a brief understanding,

let us analyze the dynamics around 20 a.u. In the case of OSD, the tunneling mode pair has

most of the intensity. As we mentioned earlier, the energy transfered from one site to the

other. In the case of BSD, the intensity is distributed only among the symmetric modes –

there is no transfer of energy between the sites. However, the energy is distributed almost

evenly among HOTM. HOTM have some density shared between the sites. With time, the

density oscillates from being localized on sites to being partially shared between the sites.

4. Autocorrelation of the displaced coherent state

A number of time-domain methods are based on propagation of a coherent states. Ex-

amples include HK [14], QHD [13], CSPI [20], CCS [17] and MP-SOFT [18, 19]. Earlier we
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calculated eigenstates to analyze dynamic properties of the system. Eigenstates represent

stationary properties of dynamics. To compare our results to time-domain methods, we

calculate auto-correlation function. Besides showing evolution of the initial state in time,

auto-correlation function is used to calculate spectroscopically properties, diffusion rate, and

reaction rate constants. Fig. 9 shows auto-correlation function (Eq.9) for different values of

anharmonicity in the potential Eq.(5). The system is the same as in Fig. 1 with cc = 0.2.
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FIG. 9: Auto-correlation functions 〈φ(t)|φ(0)〉 for different value of anharmonicity coefficient

ca: ca = 0.00 (top), ca = 0.01 (center) and ca = 0.05 (bottom). The effects of increasing the

anharmonicity and loss of resonance can be seen as ca increases. In all cases the wave packet on

the first oscillator is displaced to x0 = 1.767.

The top panel shows a dynamics of coupled harmonic oscillators. The wave-function

comes back to the previous state with a period of 65 a.u. Once there is anharmonicity

(cc = 0.01, middle panel), the eigenstates have frequencies that are not multiple of each

other anymore. The condition for resonance is lost, and the tails of coherent state move at

different frequencies. The coherent state spreads with time. The wave function does not

come back to the same state. The case with ca = 0.05 (bottom panel) is an even more

extreme example. The coherent state spread even faster. Calculating rapidly spreading

coherent state is difficult. This result shows the challenge that coherent state based path-

integral methods have to face – they have to track quickly spreading tails of the coherent
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state. Nevertheless, the time-window that we used proves to be sufficiently large to get

satisfying results. In addition, quick decrease of auto-correlation function in time justifies

using shorter propagation times. Time-domain methods that are based on propagation of

coherent state will prove to be an effective and accurate tool to model signatures of QDBs

in multidimensional systems.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Understanding signatures of QDBs in the quantum dynamics of coherent states is a step

towards applying the localization phenomenon to large scale systems and bridging the gap

between concepts of quantum and classical DBs. We identified and analyzed tunneling

modes, a quantum counterpart of classical DBs, in the spectrum of quartic dimer using

contour plots. Further, we visualized the eigenstates within transient region. In contrast to

the behavior of classical breathers, a transition from non-tunneling modes to tunneling modes

is gradual and smooth. We also presented additional important observations: tunneling

modes avoid crossing with non-tunneling modes from the same-quanta group; new types of

modes, HOTM appears at higher energies; controlling initial conditions allow us to prioritizes

HOTM in the spectrum; auto-correlation function decay faster with increase in non-linearity,

which shortens a required time for calculation.

Tying our results to classical mechanical interpretation of DBs, we show that tunneling

and non-tunneling modes are the quantum mechanical counter part of localized and delocal-

ized modes that appear in classical mechanics. Since coherent states span a large number of

eigenstates, they simultaneously contain both tunneling and non-tunneling modes. In the

classical mechanic analogue, the initial energy localized on one of the sites, cannot com-

pletely transfer to the other site. In quantum mechanics, the energy tunnels to the other

site; however, as the size of the system approaches a classical limit, the tunneling time

approaches infinity.

From the analysis of the transient region, we concluded that tunneling and non-tunneling

modes alternate with increasing energy, and that the transition from non-tunneling to tunnel-

ing modes is smooth. Both of these conclusions are in contrast with the classical mechanical

model of breathers, where localized and non-local modes are separated sharply at a certain

energy. The convergence of the transient region in quantum mechanics to the separatrix
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point in classical mechanics can be possibly reached by scaling the quantum result to the

classical limit.

Many semi-classical methods that are capable of approaching large systems rely on propa-

gation of coherent state. We show that both tunneling and non-tunneling modes are present

in the coherent state. Therefore part of the coherent state would stay localized and part

would be delocalized. The CSPI methods would have difficulty tracing the width or other

metrics of the coherent state, especially in the transient region, where both types of states

have a close to equal contribution. Nevertheless, CSPI methods should be able to identity

the location of the transient region.
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